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This document and the contents herein are strictly confidential and are not to be

shared without prior consent. Nothing in this document constitutes legal, tax, or

financial advice. Please be advised that you should seek a licensed professional for

legal or financial advice. information provided here is not intended to be complete, and

it should never be construed as a part of different contractual arrangements We are

confident that the material in this white paper is correct and current, and that all

products, services, technical architecture, token distribution, and corporate schedules

are correct and current. Furthermore, all of this information may have been modified

without notice, and it should never be construed as a binding advising agreement.

No Advice: 
This white paper does not require anyone to enter into a binding agreement or pledge

to make a donation. This white paper does not constitute advice and may not be used

to offer or encourage Trillions to acquire our token, enter into a contract, or decide on

an investment.
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Compliance with Tax Obligations:
Users of the Website shall be entirely responsible for determining if any taxes apply to

their transactions. The owners or writers of the website are not responsible for

determining who pays what taxes.

Limitation of liability:
for any loss or resulting from the use of the information on this website, including any

written content, external links, statistics (such as quotations and charts), or buy/

sell recommendations. FUCK YOU COIN is not going to be held accountable for 

any harm. Recognize the expenses and hazards of trading assets on the stock 

market (digital or otherwise). One of the riskiest investment options available to investors, 

in particular, is trading

Investment risks:
Trading cryptocurrencies have a high-risk level, making it unsuitable for all investors.

Examine your investment objectives, degree of experience, and risk tolerance carefully

before trading cryptocurrencies, coins, or any other digital asset.
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 ABOUT OUR COIN : 

We are some truthful and professional traders, and we want the FuckYouCoin to

represent honesty and community in our crypto environment. The coin represents all of

our community's fraudsters and rags. The FIAT is already robbing us of funds, no

more scammers will fit in. Our objective is to build a platform that welcomes new

members to our community with unique features not seen on other platforms and

encourages them to contribute in a variety of ways to earn rewards. To build an

ecosystem in which many social solutions, including collaborative applications, can

arise. We create an environment in which technology is utilized to assign true

ownership of things in the actual world. The development speed of cryptocurrency Is more 

than twice that of the Internet and the number of users in real life is also

Increasing exponentially faster than the Internet usage rate numerous coins are being

created. This age of coins is like the age of voyages of coins. In order to have

something special in It the FUC FOUNDATION is setting a roadmap for the four-

step development process through the FuckYouCoin Foundation, that will help 

victims of fraudulent Crypto - and Trading companies
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We will develop a foundation for victims.

Our goal is to manifest a coin against all the scams in the market and to build a

crypto coin that welcomes new members to our community with unique features

not seen in other coins and encourages them to contribute in a variety of ways to

earn rewards. To build an ecosystem in which many social solutions, including

collaborative applications, can arise. We create an environment in which

technology is utilized to assign true ownership of things in the actual world.
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 The main vision is, that this coin should stand against fraud and scams and Ponzi

schemes, and all that evil people that steal the funds of honest traders. Just when

you think "FuckYou", when you lost against the market, or you got scammed by

one of the stealing crypto companies. The vision is, that every trader will own a

FuckYouCoin and show the Unity of the honest trader or create a safe & secure

platform for facilitating Financing, Credit, and Investment Opportunities. the mission

is to create a unity coin that stands against the scam and the vision is that every

trader will possess at least one FuckYouCoin in his/her wallet. 
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WALLET

SWAPPING

EXCHANGEMOBILE 
APP
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Fuckyou coin transactions have no intermediary institutions or government
involvement, and the costs of transacting are kept very low. Additionally, any
transfer happens very quickly, eliminating the inconvenience of typical
authorization and waiting period requirements.

A UNIQUE CRYPTO ASSET:

OPEN FOR GLOBAL PARTICIPANTS
We facilitate the transaction and bring them closer to a wider audience. An
added benefit of use is that it’s completely decentralized, so trading can be done
freely across borders.
The use of technology will facilitate a financial revolution that will leave everyone
more financially connected, empowered, and enabled. It has no border so these
can be used no matter where you are located globally.
This also has a huge effect on international payment fees. Traditionally
international transfers have much higher fees than domestic transfers and
payments. International payments and transfers with crypto are the same as
domestic.

FREE FROM CORPORATE AND GOVERNMENT INTERFERENCE

SAFE & SECURE 
It is a safe and secure platform that is continuously improving the security of the
system to ensure the safety of the platform.
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A UNIQUE CRYPTO ASSET:
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SAFE & SECURE 
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We are committed to
providing a safe environment
for investors to grow their
wealth and reach financial
freedom.

We value honesty above all else
and promise to always do the
right thing for our investors,
our clients, and our partners, to
achieve mutual success.

Fuckyou coin money pay will provide the
services manufacturers can get more
benefits than others we provide you a
secure coin.
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       Symbol --------------------------------------------------------------------------  FUC

       Token Name -----------------------------------------------------------------  Fuckyoucoin

      Network ------------------------------------------------------------- Binance smart chain

        Max Supply -----------------------------------------------------------------  1000000

Fuckyou Coin Address

              0xAa73740471fB75ED9CE8baBf48bAA949Ac3C5Bc5

Decimal --------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 9
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Liquidity
20%

Team
10%

Charity
5%

For our clients
25%

Locked for future exchange
30%

Marketing
10%

 

TOKENOMICS:
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Q4 2022 
 Launch of the website and listing

token on bsc (completed) Providing

liquidity for listing token to major

exchanges

Reserve of fuc.foundation as TLD TLD

Q2 2023 
 Start of the sale of the Fuck You Coin

(Limited Edition - 1000 real life coins in

an exclusive package

Q2 2023
Establishment of the FUC foundation 

with compensation fund in case of proven

suffered fraud by a crypto company. 

Q3 2023 
 Launch NFT and blockchain game

Q4 2023 
Establish the Token in the market on

major exchanges - Top Up to 13 Million

FCU.

Q1 2023  

    Token listing on major exchanges

Q1 2023 

 Massive Promotion through Social

Media Channels and Testimonials

 

ROAD MAP:

Phase # 3

Phase # 3.1

Phase # 4

Phase # 5

Phase # 1 Phase # 2

Phase 2.1



THANK YOU
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